
Freedom in the Galaxy 2023 Remastered Counter sheets.  
This is a set of counters that match the original FitG counters (fonts and symbols) 
with some bonus counters and some practical (but strictly optional) changes:  
* Rebel Control Markers are now separate counters (30 of them), their backs have a 
helpful optional Rebellion Stopped state. (you can still use the standard Rebel 
Control plus Loyalty Marker). 
* Backs of Rebel Military Units now have an alternate colour scheme emphasizing 
their environ type to make it more obvious and colourful. But strictly optional, the 
front side of the piece is the classic unit. (You can still take out a rebel military unit 
from the force pool every time you use a rebel control marker to keep it in line with 
the original). 
* Extra Imperial Spaceship for Redjac in case his spaceship is destroyed. 
* Bonus creature counters for the Zop and Vrialta. 
* Bonus Action Event Letter counters for drawing mission letters separately from an 
opaque bag or cup and only use the cards for action events. 
* Additional Rebel Camp and Coup markers. 
 

Freedom in the Galaxy 2023 Enhanced Counter sheets. 
This is a set of counters that upgrade the original FitG counters with new fonts and 
symbols, along with the same bonus counters and some practical (but strictly 
optional) changes, just as before:  
* Rebel Control Markers are now separate counters (30 of them), their backs have a 
helpful optional Rebellion Stopped state. (you can still use the standard Rebel 
Control plus Loyalty Marker). 
* Backs of Rebel Military Units now have an alternate colour scheme emphasizing 
their environ type to make it more obvious and colourful. But strictly optional, the 
front side of the piece is the classic unit with light coloured symbols instead of dark 
coloured one for easier identification. (You can still take out a rebel military unit from 
the force pool every time you use a rebel control marker to keep it in line with the 
original). 
* Extra Imperial Spaceship for Redjac in case his spaceship is destroyed. 
* All spaceships have a relevant icon to make them stand out more 
* All Characters now have a symbol (similar to the hero symbol in Albion: Land of 
Faerie) to denote Rebel and Imperial characters. Additionally, some of them have 
extra symbols for Royalty, Imperial Knights and Spaceship Owners. 
* All information markers have nice symbols to make them stand out. 
* All planet secrets have unique symbols to give them some flair. 
* Bonus creature counters for the Zop and Vrialta. 
* Bonus Action Event Letter counters for drawing mission letters separately from an 
opaque bag or cup and only use the cards for action events. 
* Additional Rebel Camp and Coup markers. 
 


